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ABSTRACT
A supplier's production performance can dramatically impact the effectiveness of a
company's supply chain and the competitiveness of the products that are produced. Supplier
production throughput variation can cause wave-like fluctuations in WIP levels alternately
flooding and starving downstream suppliers, ultimately extending throughput times and delaying
deliveries. Several suppliers constituting Alstom Power's supply chain do not consistently deliver
parts on time, leading to late product deliveries and significant penalties for Alstom Power. This
thesis analyzes a single characteristically unresponsive machining supplier within Alstom Power's
supply chain to determine the means and necessary steps to convert it to one that consistently
meets its customer's lean manufacturing expectations. This thesis proposes that the supplier is
capable of remedying the production issues identified in this thesis through batch and work in
progress (WIP) policy implementation and judicious capital purchases while maintaining the job
shop orientation of its existing facility. Throughput reduction and the associated IT systems to
accomplish its characterization were the primary research foci. The scope of the research also
concerned the identification of production issues at the supplier to improve delivery performance
and reduce production lead times and WIP levels. A secondary aspect of the analysis involved
simulating the supplier's production facility utilizing a discrete event simulation software package.
By improving the supplier's production efficiency and consistency and the transparency of the
production system, Alstom Power will benefit through improved supply chain impact evaluation
capability.
Thesis Supervisors: Donald B. Rosenfield, Senior Lecturer
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David Simchi-Levi, Professor of Civil Engineering
MIT Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Thesis Reader: Anna Thornton, Assistant Professor
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Alstom Power faces increasingly stiff competition from General Electric (GE) and Siemens
Westinghouse in the industrial gas turbine market. To improve its competitive position during the
present upswing in market demand in this traditionally cyclical business, Alstom Power is focusing
significant effort on improving its supply chain. Inconsistent supply chain performance has
resulted in late deliveries and excessive WIP levels that have negatively impacted the
competitiveness of Alstom Power products in the market. Supplier production variability and the
resulting delivery variability have been significant contributing factors to Alstom Power's
unsatisfactory supply chain performance. Production variability reduction at each supplier is a
necessary first step to improve supply chain performance and delivery consistency. This thesis
explores the production issues of Precision Machining Company (PMC), a representative part-
machining supplier, to identify production bottlenecks and inefficient batching practices, and
recommend corrective actions to increase output, improve throughput, and reduce WIP. This thesis
proposes that the supplier is capable of remedying the production issues identified in this thesis
through batch and WIP policy implementation and judicious capital purchases while maintaining
the job shop orientation of its existing facility.
The thesis scope is limited to an individual supplier, yet the learning can be applied to the
other companies comprising Alstom Power's precision cast part supply chain. This thesis aims to:
" Evaluate the relationship environment of Alstom Power and its supplier.
* Analyze the performance of the supplier's existing production facility.
" Diagnose the source of production issues constraining output.
* Recommend courses of action to improve supplier production performance.
" Provide a framework for analyzing similar production environments.
The literature discussing hybrids of job shops and cellular manufacturing identifies methodologies
that integrate the advantages of cellular manufacturing while maintaining the flexibility of a job
shop, a precaution of cyclical industries. Of the solutions proposed by the literature,
implementation of Virtual Cellular Manufacturing (VCM), Group Scheduling (GS), and CONWIP
methodologies best address the batching inefficiencies, production constraints, and poor
throughput currently experienced by the supplier while maintaining a job shop environment. By
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improving production performance at its suppliers Alstom Power will ultimately benefit through
reduced supply chain variability.
The remainder of this chapter introduces the industry in which Alstom Power competes, the
precision cast part supply chain logistics and planning group (LP - the thesis sponsor), the
challenges the organization faces, and PMC, the supplier with whom this thesis is concerned.
Chapter two details the group's supplier relationship approach with particular emphasis on PMC.
Chapter three discusses and analyzes PMC's production facilities. Bottleneck and batching issues
are identified and summarized. Chapter four reviews relevant literature regarding manufacturing
systems that have the potential to address the problems identified in chapter three to increase the
supplier's productivity and responsiveness, while maintaining the flexibility of the existing
production facility. Conclusions, recommended supplier actions, and next steps are presented in
chapter five.
1.1 Industry & Company Background
The industrial gas turbine (IGT) market is dominated by a handful of global competitors
due to the industry's large capital requirements. In 1999, GE held 53% market share and Siemens
Westinghouse, Alstom Power's other leading competitor, held 29% market share. The market for
industrial gas turbines (IGTs), as with other industrial products, is cyclical. Presently, the demand
for IGTs is growing substantially due to increasing global urbanization, technological product
utilization, and utility deregulation. Alstom Power plans to capitalize on the seller's market with
updates to its largest output IGTs.
The division of Alstom Power in which the thesis was researched was originally part of
Asea Brown Boveri (ABB). In July 1999, ABB Power Generation and Alstom Energy formed a
joint venture company merging the IGT assets of each company into a single entity, ABB Alstom
Power. Prior to the merger, ABB Power Generation had developed a series of IGTs with output in
the range of 183-265 megawatts (MW), while Alstom Energy had concentrated on IGTs of 50-165
MW output. In April 2000, ABB made a strategic decision to exit its capital-intensive businesses,
spinning off its portion of the joint venture to Alstom Power. Alstom Power has continued to
pursue IGT production as a core business.
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1.2 Product & Supply Chain Characteristics
The IGT parts for which the Logistics and Planning Group (LP) is responsible are more
integral than modular. Ulrich and Eppinger describe a modular architecture as one that, "allows a
design change to be made to one chunk (i.e. physical building block of a product) without requiring
a change to other chunks for the product to function correctly".' This is true to a limited extent of
the parts within the IGT, but the extreme nature of the environment requires a highly integrated
design. Ulrich and Eppinger characterize a product embodying an integral architecture as one,
"designed with the highest possible performance in mind. Many functional elements may be
combined into a few physical components to optimize certain dimensions of performance;
however, modifications to any one particular component or feature may require extensive redesign
of the product".2
The financial incentives associated with IGT efficiency have motivated the company to
push the limits of its design to optimize performance, resulting in complex integral parts. The part
complexities within Alstom Power IGTs are such that a slight cooling failure can lead to a
significant loss of engine efficiency. Alstom Power considers its IGT design capability to be one of
its core competencies. LP supply chain management priorities are impacted by the integral nature
of the products it sources and manages. The fiscal value of its parts and the difficulty associated
with reworking them, in the event of production issues, drive the need for LP to ensure rapid and
uninterrupted part movement through the supply chain. The product's integral characterization,
fiscal value, and need for rapid product quality feedback are factors prompting Alstom Power to
reassess its supply chain strategy and the role of its existing suppliers.
The design of an effective supply chain reflects the characteristics of the products it
produces. Fine states, "an integral supply chain architecture features close proximity among its
elements. Proximity is measured along four dimensions: geographic, organizational, cultural, and
electronic". 3 Proximity is not required of all dimensions for an integrally oriented supply chain to
function properly. However, the company must ensure the supply chain dimensions that are critical
to its product are appropriately developed. Fine characterizes a modular supply chain as one that,
"may well exist over a huge expanse of geographical territory and have autonomous managerial
and ownership structures, diverse cultures, with low levels of electronic connectivity". 4 Alstom
Power based on its existing supply chain, faces constraints in many of the dimensions defined by
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Fine, namely geographic and electronic. Alstom Power's precision cast part suppliers are located
globally in multiple distinct countries (see Figure 1) with widely varied operation scales and IT
sophistication.
Current Gas Turbine Supply Chain ALSTOM
CA C ACO
CO CAM CA
CAA 
cO
Key:
CO = Coating Alstom Power PrecisionCA = Casting
M = Machining Cast Part Supply Chain
A = Assembly
Facts:
Avg part cost = $3000
Avg shipping cost = 5%
Figure 1: Alstom Power precision cast part supply chain
Recent initiatives within LP are promoting electronic commerce with its suppliers, however the
readiness level amongst suppliers is lagging. Alstom Power is in the process of altering its supply
chain to become more integral in all dimensions, to better reflect the integral nature of its products.
Contrasting Alstom Power's steps towards an integral supply chain, PMC is geographically distant,
culturally distinct, and trailing the competition in its electronic initiatives. If PMC production
efficiency and delivery performance cannot compensate for the perceived benefits of an integral
supply chain, it's role as an Alstom Power supplier will diminish.
1.3 Challenges Facing Alstom Power
Alstom Power expects the demand for IGTs to continue to increase in the coming years. In
order to meet this challenge and to strengthen Alstom Power's market position, Project Globe was
initiated to meet the following goals by 2003: 1) Increase annual production by a factor of two, 2)
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Reduce total cycle time by 50%, 3) Reduce direct cost level by 30 percent. Alstom Power's goal to
simultaneously improve service levels and decrease costs although contrary to traditional inventory
theory is feasible utilizing recent information and technology developments.5 Significant
improvement to its existing supply chain (e.g. supplier productivity and Alstom Power - supplier
interface systems) are cornerstones to Project Globe. "Supply chain integration leads to measurable
improvements in performance. Each link in the chain represents either a potential delay in
satisfying the customer or a potential for performance improvements, from simple efficiency gains
to redesigning business processes and information flows." 6 Inconsistent and delayed processing
within the supply chain exacerbated late deliveries resulting from internal Alstom Power product
issues. Faced by potential large penalties for delayed deliveries, LP created a task force referred to
as Critical Components Initiative (CCI) committed to creating new methodologies to increase the
number of deliveries of 11 critical precision cast parts. Success will drive methodology
proliferation (e.g. communication and instruction) to additional products and organizations.
1.4 Logistics and Planning Group (LP)
LP is the group within Alstom Power's Gas Turbine Logistics division responsible for
centralized supply chain coordination of precision cast parts required for thermal block (i.e. IGT
combustion chamber - see Figure 2 for image) manufacture.
FFi
41'
Figrure 2: industrial gas turbine Figure 3: high-pressure blade (side view)
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Part description: HxW = 200mm x 120mm, 3.5 kg,
partially ceramic coated nickel-based super alloy
The parts, including low and high-pressure blades and vanes, fall into more than eight product
families each with multiple variations (see Figure 3 for high-pressure blade image). Although the
specifics of the manufacturing process vary by part, all parts follow a standard set of processes:
casting, machining I, coating, and machining II (for parts requiring additional air-cooling). LP,
located in Baden, Switzerland, coordinates production at its casting, machining, and coating
suppliers located around the world (see Figure 1 for supply chain map) through "arm's-length
transactions" vs. "strategic alliances". 7 Compounding geographic distances and cultural
differences, pricing, based on quotes, has historically been the basis of Alstom Power's supplier
contracts; other factors including manufacturing capability and response time have received less
consideration in negotiations until now. Since conclusion of the research, Alstom Power has
incorporated manufacturing and quality groups in its supplier negotiations. Before this change, in
an effort to remain cost competitive, a single group was responsible for contract negotiation based
on manufacturing specification windows expected to characterize future products. Although prices
paid per part were competitive, quality and inventory issues eroded the advantage of this
transactional method of supplier negotiation.
LP is structured as a matrix organization dividing responsibility between supplier
management and part delivery management roles. LP reorganized during the research period
redefining the roles of Key Account Manager (KAM) and Order Fulfillment Engineer (OFE) to
Key Supplier Manager (KSM) and Supply Chain Manager (SCM) respectively to improve
communication flow and clarity with its suppliers (see Figures 4 & 5 for visual depiction of the
organization).
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KSMs are responsible for managing the manufacturing suppliers (e.g. machining), while SCMs are
responsible for ensuring timely processing of the precision cast parts through each process step.
SCMs escalate delayed part processing at a supplier to the respective KSM; the KSMs and SCMs
work closely together to ensure rapid processing of parts. Before the redefinition of roles, multiple
parties within Alstom Power made distinct requests of limited and shared supplier resources; the
supplier was unable to meet the needs of all parties and typically defaulted to addressing the needs
of the party with the most vociferous demand. The optimal group solution was not consistently
attained. The KSM, acting as the single point of contact within LP to manage the supplier
relationship, is directed to moderate and prioritize requests made of the supplier. Suppliers have
reciprocated, designating single point of contacts as well. The role re-characterization within LP
and suppliers created the potential for efficient information sharing and rapid problem solving
within supplier organizations and Alstom Power.
1.5 Introduction Summary
Alstom Power has identified supply chain improvement as a priority to improve the
competitiveness of its IGTs. LP, a matrix organization within Alstom Power's Gas Turbine
Logistics division, is responsible for centralized supply chain coordination of precision cast parts
required for IGT combustion chamber manufacture. The integral nature of the parts requires high
tolerance manufacturing capability and rapid product quality feedback from LP's global supply
chain. LP is directed to drive uninterrupted part movement through the supply chain. To improve
the effectiveness of its supplier interactions, LP divided responsibility for supplier and part
processing management between the distinct roles of Key Supplier Manager (KSM) and Supply
Chain Manager (SCM) respectively. The next chapter will discuss the organization's interactions
with its suppliers, specifically PMC.
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Chapter 2. LP Supplier Relationship
Supplier roles in manufacturing vary significantly in practice. Many companies, notably
Japanese automobile manufacturers, have established long-term partnerships with their suppliers.
Other firms purchase a product with little regard to relationship. The approach to supplier
interactions frequently reflects a company's management culture. LP's supplier relationships
reflect Alstom Power's hierarchical culture. The company seeks significant control over its supply
chain, going so far as to maintain ownership of WIP during processing at its suppliers. Interactions
and agreements remain transactional in nature, placing less emphasis on the health of the
relationship. Contracts, focused primarily on price, incorporate only limited incentives for
improved quality and responsiveness. LP coordinates part movement through the supply chain
using standardized WIP and part delivery indicators. PMC, a machining supplier, is representative
on two accounts, both manufacturing production performance and its LP relationship. Production
variation at PMC has caused fluctuations within the part supply chain. Inconsistent delivery
performance and historically confrontational meetings have stressed the relationship between the
two companies. Alstom Power's commitment to develop an internal machining supplier has further
strained the relationship with PMC.
2.1 Supplier Engagement
Alstom Power has an ingrained hierarchical culture. Management has historically dictated
all aspects of the relationship between LP and its suppliers, reinforcing the corporate culture.
Decisions were consistently made top-down. Although steps towards empowerment were taken
through meeting agenda formulation and meeting chairing, LP management often took control of
meetings, undermining the authority granted to the KSMs. This behavior hindered the managerial
development of personnel and restricted the growth of a "challenging" culture promoting bottom-
up change.
The modified KSM/SCM structure facilitated supplier project efforts by clarifying
communication channels and creating means to clearly identify project champions and distribute
resources. However, actual implementation by KSMs stopped short of production output problem
solving or root-cause identification. The structure was used primarily as an information gathering
mechanism for WIP sheets and similar indicators. Based on personal experience, Intel utilized a
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similar structure for weekly group meetings of all stakeholders where information was exchanged
between Intel and supplier concerning Intel's priorities and how the projects were supported to
ensure timely completion and measurable results. During the research period such a methodology
was proposed, but could not be implemented.
Although the KSM and SCM have distinct responsibilities, the limited scope of applied
indicators led the KSMs and SCMs to be responsible and held jointly accountable for many of the
same results, primarily part deliveries. Indicators are a secondary component of organizational
structure, critical to aligning individual incentives with those of the organization. Shared
accountability blurred ownership and led to several "dropped balls" (e.g. part starvation of
supplier) during the course of research. Another significant concern is the limited involvement of
KSMs in the improvement of supplier production effectiveness since suppliers have made limited
progress on their own. Although a significant portion of the job scope, KSMs spent limited time on
continuously improving a supplier's capability to produce parts timely and consistently. To prompt
serious tackling of this issue a KSM should be evaluated using indicators that reflect the overall
quality of the supplier, including throughput and its variation of all parts at the supplier, capacity
improvements, resolution of downtime issues, bottleneck idleness, and WIP and scrap levels. The
KSM is responsible for identifying issues, setting priorities, and ensuring timely implementation of
improvements that yield the greatest impact to Alstom Power. Intel utilizes such a position and
associated responsibilities to manage its equipment suppliers with notable success, largely due to
the clear identification of responsibility and accountability. Simply put, the individual owns all
elements related to the supplier; it is the individual's responsibility to manage the supplier, keeping
management informed and escalating issues when necessary. Intel also utilizes a peer network and
regular knowledge reviews to improve the individual's abilities to manage his or her supplier
effectively. SCMs by contrast should be evaluated on the basis of part throughput and capacity of
the entire supply chain, including tactical issues like shipping delays, and strategic issues like
supply chain balance and utilization. Utilizing some of the distinct indicators mentioned above will
clarify lines of responsibility and encourage KSMs and SCMs to focus on improving their
respective portion of the supply chain. LP's existing indicators have led to overlapping
responsibilities between KSMs and SCMs and have not prioritized tactical resolution of production
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issues at its suppliers. The identification of the most effective indicators for LP to achieve Project
Globe will require some experimentation.
As a complementary organization change to the KSM/SCM role redefinition, the program
support technician (PST), an Alstom Power employee located at the supplier's manufacturing site,
began reporting to LP, in addition to the Quality department. The potential impact of a PST on
driving and monitoring productivity improvement projects at the supplier was significant. The job
scope was limited by the responsibility granted by the LP group; the primary role was to monitor
the supplier and its progress on part quality initiatives or delivery activities (e.g. scrap part
evaluation, part tracking, quality measurements). In practice, the PST was not expected to institute
new methodologies to improve supplier productivity or part delivery.
2.2 Supplier Monitoring Methodologies
LP's supplier evaluation methodologies focused on WIP levels and deliveries to date vs.
commitment. Using templates referred to as WIP sheets, KSMs and SCMs determined the location
of parts by operation type within a supplier's manufacturing processes. Suppliers regularly
prepared and distributed weekly updates to the WIP sheets; part movement within the factory was
determined by comparing weekly WIP sheets. Operating a "push" material resource planning
(MRP) system, LP initiated part releases to casting, dictated by the annual IGT production
schedule. After casting, parts moved with irregular frequency due to process variability through the
subsequent steps (machining I, coating, machining II - See Figures 6 & 7 for part throughput
variation).
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LP regularly met with its suppliers' management to establish expectations (e.g. lead time) and
review performance (e.g. deliveries). However LP was unable to predict a supplier's ability to meet
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targets with its existing indicators; throughput was not tracked and its validation was not a supplier
expectation. Actual throughput varied significantly resulting in WIP accumulation at suppliers and
shifting perceived bottlenecks. Contractually, suppliers were not held financially accountable for
WIP or scrap (contracts included generous scrap quotas and limited penalties). Suppliers treated
WIP as a type of insurance policy for high labor and equipment utilization and without financial
penalty, there was little motivation to reduce levels of unfinished or partially finished parts.
Deliveries were tabulated and compared to expected output, but there was no organized effort by
LP KSMs to evaluate actual supplier production capability or diagnose the underlying reasons
behind part output shortfalls to identify means to consistently improve output.
LP production planning did not account for supply chain variability. Hopp and Spearman
note, "variability is a fact of life". 8 Miriam Park's, 1999 Alstom Power LFM intern, thesis explored
the impact of variability on the company's supply chain and concluded, "a minimum of 180% of
base demand is required as inventory to reach service levels of 90% to 97%".9 Since the
completion of Miriam Park's thesis, the organization had not significantly changed its approach to
supplier management to address the issues of variability. Until variability sources are monitored,
understood, and addressed at each of its suppliers, individual supplier production variability
continues to produce wave-like behavior in WIP levels and throughput throughout the entire
supply chain. LP continues to demonstrate the validity of Hopp and Spearman's 1 th Law (Pay me
now or pay me later). "If you cannot pay for variability reduction, you will pay in one or more of
the following ways: 1. Long cycle times and high WIP levels, 2. Wasted capacity (low utilization
of resources), 3. Lost throughput." 0
2.3 In-house Supplier Development
Compounding supplier management issues was the recent announcement of Alstom
Power's plans to expand its existing coating shop and develop its own internal machining shop to
meet its present and future IGT capacity demand. The time when Alstom Power's existing
contracts would expire was intended to coincide with the ramping of its own facility. Most
suppliers, particularly those whose future volumes would be affected by the plan, were aware of
this development through interactions with Alstom Power.
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2.4 Precision Machining Company (PMC)
PMC, located in the U.K., is one of several machining suppliers currently contracted by
Alstom Power and the focus of this thesis. It's a relatively small supplier of 300 personnel,
specializing in the machining of gas turbine parts for the aircraft engine and industrial gas turbine
markets. Alstom Power represents a significant portion of the company's business. The managing
director of PMC was responsible for securing its existing contract with Alstom Power, reviving the
company from imminent closure. As the company's savior, he felt a great deal of pride in the
company and directed nearly all efforts within the company. He possessed virtually all decision-
making power, and was reluctant to delegate to employees even for day-to-day issues. After the
research engagement, PMC was sold to outside investors, and the managing director remained in
control of the organization.
2.4.1 LP / PMC Relationship
All stakeholders were interested in improving PMC part delivery performance. Although
long-term interests were aligned between companies, short-term interests were not. Ultimately this
misalignment hindered open and honest communication and the quality of information shared
between the two companies. PMC upper management was convinced they were effectively
managing the business and meeting the performance targets to which they had committed; they
expected research to highlight this point and identify Alstom Power shipping as a root cause for
late part deliveries. Many individuals within LP and Quality were convinced of the opposite
because of PMC's poor throughput performance relative to other machining suppliers. The
relations between the two companies have historically been strained and openly antagonistic,
fostering a negative reputation of PMC within the LP and Quality organizations. When PMC's
throughput performance shortfall was initially presented within Alstom Power, one individual even
went so far as to call PMC's managing director and verbally sanction him.
The sources of power utilized by PMC and LP reflected the historically combative
interactions between management. LP management, the PMC KSM included, primarily utilized
positional and sanction power over PMC to coerce the company to meet Alstom Power objectives.
The KSM frequently said, "they have to do so, I'm the customer". However, this was not the case
due to the structure of the commercial contract; LP lacked a best alternative to negotiated
agreement (BATNA) and were unable to force PMC to meet its objectives. Although other
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approaches (e.g. relationship power) were available, the historical relationship tainted the present
dealings and threatened future negotiations between the two companies. PMC, like LP, found it
difficult to utilize alternative powers at its disposal (e.g. relationship, expertise). Research has
shown that a negative or combative approach (e.g. fear) is not an effective long-term motivational
tool." Focusing on the long-term goal of increased productivity and output, creating a sort of
partnership between PMC and LP was critical to uniting the parties in a common goal.
2.4.2 PMC Resource Description
The PMC production area for the manufacture of Alstom Power parts was organized as a
job shop, grouping machines by function rather than part association (see Figure 8). Nearly all
Alstom Power parts were manufactured in a dedicated building; laser machining was performed in
an adjacent building. Besides machine groupings, the manufacturing floor featured dedicated
quality and stores areas. Management, engineering, and IT resources were located roughly 300
meters away in a distinct building. PMC was unable to significantly alter its building or layout due
to lease constraints; PMC was planning to move all assets off-site to a dedicated facility in a nearby
town in 2003. PMC experimented with cellular layouts to evaluate best processing methodology
prior to its move to the new facility.
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Figure 8: supplier production facility
PMC utilized a legacy mainframe computing system to record all production floor
activities, including part introduction and processing. Located around the perimeter of the
production floor and the laser machining area at chest level were numeric keypads and barcode
scanners connected to the mainframe system where part machining durations were recorded by
factory technicians. Although many analyses could be performed, including comparing production
vs. actual durations and WIP throughput, prior to the research the data was utilized almost
exclusively for product costing purposes.
2.4.3 PMC Summary
PMC must assume responsibility for its existing performance. When confronted with the
initial throughput report highlighting the significant gap between actual vs. committed
performance, PMC management doubted the integrity of the data, despite the fact that the
company's mainframe was the data source. By improving the company's data integrity via
improved logging processes and utilizing its existing data sources, PMC can accurately identify
production problems and estimate the impact on Alstom Power deliveries. Such improvement is
necessary to maintain its existing business relationship with Alstom Power.
2.5 LP Supplier Relationship Summary
Alstom Power supplier relationships reflect both management culture and pre-existing
methodologies. Until recently, LP's approach to supplier interactions has not fostered a sense of
partnership. Negotiations have traditionally been primarily based on price with few incentives for
suppliers to improve quality and responsiveness. The department has recently reorganized,
redefining employee roles, to improve the quality of supplier communication and interactions.
However, neither the indicators by which LP measures supplier performance have changed
significantly despite rapid product volume growth, nor has variability been accounted for in
production planning. The original indicators have not been adequate in monitoring supplier
performance or identifying actions to improve production efficiency and delivery performance.
PMC's inconsistent delivery performance has contributed to the strained relationship between the
two companies. Without significant improvement in its production efficiency and delivery
performance, a long-term partnership with Alstom Power is unlikely.
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Chapter 3. PMC Production Facility & Performance
The thesis is concerned with identifying the sources and potential remedies of PMC's
production issues. PMC's present production environment exhibits multiple capacity constraints
and shifting bottlenecks, primarily due to inefficient batching and WIP practices. A simulation of
the production environment substantiated these data-derived conclusions. Independently, in an
effort to improve throughput and reduce WIP, PMC converted two part production areas to cellular
manufacturing and more than halved part throughput times, besting committed levels. The
company has not been able to sustain this improvement due to unchanged batching and WIP
practices. However, the impact of long setup times can be reduced through elimination of
excessive changeovers for a given product mix. Similarly, the capacity shortfall can be alleviated
by properly grouping part production to reduce the duration of changeovers, and reducing the
number of changeovers per day and percentage of days with changeovers. The supplier is capable
of reducing the severity of production issues identified in this chapter through batch and WIP
policy implementation.
3.1 Existing Production Environment
PMC utilized both job shop and cellular manufacturing. Success with its cellular
manufacturing implementation prompted the company to critically analyze its operations. During
the exploratory phase of the research, it was found that PMC had extensive production data, which
it was not utilizing to diagnose and address issues within its production environment. Subsequent
research of this information identified bottleneck identification and batching as significant issues
impacting production performance. Further use of the data is necessary for the company to address
production problems and minimize the impact to Alstom Power deliveries.
3.1.1 Job Shop + Cellular Manufacturing
During the research period, PMC reorganized two distinct production areas responsible for
manufacturing parts A and B into manufacturing cells (see Figure 9 for part B cell).
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Figure 9: part B production cell
PMC dedicated machines to the manufacture of each part; the part A cell required laser drilling
equipment so it was located in the adjacent building, while the part B cell was located in the
primary building. Both cells resembled horseshoe shapes incorporating WIP input and output areas
near the opening of each cell. The part A cell output was immediately fed to an airflow test bench;
Alstom Power required airflow tests for every part to ensure proper part cooling (improper flow
would impact IGT efficiency). Part As passing testing would be fed to an adjoining assembly area
combining single part As into groups of four referred to as quads. A buffer stock was maintained
before each of the three distinct part A areas. The technicians manning each cell had undergone a
week's worth of cellular manufacturing training led by a consulting firm with extensive automotive
experience. The cells functioned as a pull system, and maintained a small buffer stock at each cell
opening. PMC was in the process of exploring opportunities to transition additional parts to
cellular manufacturing. Besides these two cellular cases, the rest of the factory floor remained a job
shop.
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The job shop portion of the floor had not been redesigned for dedicated part production. A
job shop is characterized by low output volume with high equipment flexibility enabling high
product variety.
Output variety Highest Highest High Low Lowest
Equipment flexibility Highest Very high High Low Lowest
Output volume Lowest (one item) Very low Low High Highest
1. Project Construction
Computer network
installation
R&D effort
2. Job Tool & die shop
Repair services
Portfolio review
3. Batch Heavy equipment
Printing services
Cement mixing
4. Repetitive Auto assembly
License processing
School registration
5. Continuous Steel plant
Brewery
24-hour laundry
Figure 10: Operations Environment - Characteristics and Examples12
A number of issues contributed to significantly long throughput times including factory layout (i.e.
distances between tools), machine setup times, the sheer number of parts (over 35 distinct Alstom
Power parts with multiple revisions), and process flows. Parts moved between operations in
baskets of 1 to 20 parts due to U.K. safety laws and ergonomic concerns. While the part A and B
cells typically had 2 baskets (20 parts each) in front of a cell, it was not uncommon for 5 baskets,
an excessive amount of production WIP, to be stacked in front of a single machine on the factory
floor. Last In First Out (LIFO) was the standard WIP processing methodology since baskets were
commonly stacked one on top of another. Additionally, the storeroom was too small to
accommodate all incoming parts, so baskets of WIP were commonly stacked on the production
floor next to in-production parts. The figure below was representative of part processing on the job
shop floor.
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Y
5% Moving and waiting
95%
How the 5% is spent
14% Setup time needed to change
tooling for different parts
17% Location/unloading the workpiece
17% Tool change for different operations
16% Inspection and deburring
36% Actual cutting (adding value)
Figure 11: Actual Time Spent on Machining 3
The amount of active WIP, processed at least once within one-week period, was compared to the
overall WIP levels to evaluate the amount of idle time. Results (see Figure 12) indicated that
roughly 30% of Alstom Power parts at the supplier remained unprocessed every week. If the
company had been utilizing the data available, proactive steps could have been taken to revise the
process by which WIP was introduced to reduce the amount of idle WIP. The next section
discusses the potential of PMC's production information.
3.1.2 Information Technology Utilization
Before the research, PMC was not taking advantage of its existing information assets.
PMC's mainframe contained complete part production records for more than a two-month rolling
period from which throughput times could be calculated. A throughput report on the 11 CCI parts
was one of the first research steps to evaluate the status of PMC production performance vs.
management's commitment (see Figures 7 & 12).
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Figure 12: PMC WIP characterization
The report concluded PMC had consistently failed to meet its committed throughput targets even
once for all parts completed during a 1.5 month period (June 21 't - August 6 th). Information
feedback was critical to addressing PMC's production issues, however the generation of the report
by the thesis author consumed several man-days to compile; the first report was already 2 weeks
old when published. Similarly a single PMC technician was dedicated to compiling a manually
tabulated paper-based WIP location indicator requiring more than 6 man-hours per week. Although
necessary, both reports placed an undue burden on PMC's already limited personnel resources.
The benefit of the throughput and WIP reports were not realized until they were timely and
in the hands of the factory floor decision makers. Both provided transparency of the production
situation, but were not timely enough to trouble shoot potential problems before they impacted
deliveries to Alstom Power. Releasing technicians from the burden of compiling the report enabled
PMC to redirect the resources to actually impact problems rather than simply document them (i.e.
transition from fire-fighting to forecasting problems). Through extensive work with PMC's IT
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manager, an automated weekly report was created that divided throughput into dock, production,
and shipping throughput (see Figure 13).
300
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50
Machining 1 TPT Performance (Weeks 43-09) 1Dock
0 Ship
M Prod
25 EQ1i1 Target:
43,4
45,46,47,48,02,03,04,06,07
43,03
44,45,02,07
Part Part Part Part
4C1 6C1 4E1 6E1
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43,44,45,46,47,01,03
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4A1
Part
6A1
4,47
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Figure 13: machining 1 CCI part throughput
By breaking throughput into three components, potential sources for delays (e.g. long dock
throughput indicated the supplier received more parts than its capacity) were highlighted. The
report also provided timely feedback and insight into where production delays were occurring that
enabled PMC factory floor managers to address problem areas. The report continues to be
distributed to select LP employees and within PMC to managers and technicians responsible for
Alstom Power part deliveries. The success of the report accelerated automation of the weekly WIP
location reports. Both reports are utilized by the company to proactively address part production
delay issues and ensure timely processing to satisfy throughput commitments.
3.1.3 Production Environment Summary
PMC began to internalize the systems introduced over the course of the research. The
information system implementation included automation of both the throughput and WIP location
indicators. PMC managers gained an appreciation for the value of information, particularly since
performance gains could be traced to specific projects. The dramatic throughput improvement of
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PMC's part A and B cells, a 66% and 80% decrease in throughput time respectively, encouraged
PMC to evaluate other areas for cellular manufacture conversion. The success and visibility of
PMC's cellular manufacturing and data evaluation processes prompted exploring new
opportunities for improvement. After the research had concluded, a PMC production manager
evaluated eliminating the dedicated quality control area, returning the responsibility to the
production areas. The stores area was also being re-evaluated. PMC was pursuing additional
equipment purchases to increase capacity and reduce cycle time. 1 Ultimately, PMC met its
performance commitment for two of the eleven PMC critical parts and Alstom Power recognized
the gains, benefiting the relationship between the two companies. However, PMC still faces
substantial challenges. The performance of the two critical components worsened after conclusion
of the research. Poor batching and WIP practices exacerbated capacity constraints leading to long
throughput times and excessive WIP levels.
3.2 Analysis of Existing Production Environment
This section is concerned with identifying bottleneck operations, and evaluating the impact
of the supplier's batching practices on production capacity. The supplier's existing practices
negatively impact both the variation and average part throughput. Long setup times coupled with
excessive changeovers for a given product mix placed significant constraints on production
capacity. The capacity shortfall can be alleviated by properly grouping part production to reduce
the duration of changeovers, and reducing the number of changeovers per day and percentage of
days with changeovers. Methodologies to implement the necessary batch and WIP processing
changes are detailed in chapter four.
3.2.1 Bottleneck Identification
The data consistency coupled with numbers of parts and the associated overlapping
routings complicated bottleneck identification. Despite the factory floor's visual confusion, stacks
of WIP, and production variation, the PMC production floor manager used intuition to try to
identify bottlenecks. For sustainability and validation reasons it was important to simulate the
production floor and determine how changes would impact Alstom Power deliveries. Although an
in-depth factory floor simulation illuminated the production issues and potential alternatives to
address them, traditional analyses were used to determine part bottlenecks within the factory.
Bottlenecks were initially evaluated using workloads and actual processing times.
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I FiWij where F = Frequency of job i & W = work of job i at cell j1
Workloads by part type were determined utilizing the above equation and records extracted
from the mainframe documenting part processing and associated durations for a 2.2 month period
from September to November 2000. The operations with the greatest number of processing
minutes for the period are constraints. In summary (see Table 1), eroding operations performed by
Wickman EDM (Work Center (WC) 115) machines required the most amount of time within the
entire factory; the quantity of machines, 7 vs. 2 or 1 for most other operations, substantiates this
finding. The maximum workload operations for part B and A production were the Laserdyne 780
(i.e. laser drilling) and Wickman EDM respectively (see Figure 15). However, the work centers
with the greatest amount of actual operating time were not necessarily the most constrained from a
capacity utilization or available time perspective.
DESCRIPTION WC TOTAL HOURS
AIR-FLOW TESTS 005 1122.2974
PROFIMAT 612 3AXIS 340 1178.6467
600 EDM CENTRE 116 1440.4295
FITTERS 065 1452.3472
BLOHM PROFIMAT 412 330 1460.3443
LASERDYNE 780 215 1687.3498
AGIE COMPACT CNC 160 3441.2064
W'MAN EDM1-MP60&75/3 115ls 4664.7251
Table 1: highest work center workloads and hour totals
Capacity constraints and thus bottlenecks were determined using Standard Minute Value
(SMV) duration estimates, actual durations, and process time variability coupled with job shop
production loading. By analyzing the SMV load for each workstation based on expected weekly
production (see Table 2 - 2 representative parts), shortfalls in machine and human capacity are
identified (see Table 3). The first gap identifies the delta between actual number of machines and
machines required to satisfy production demand based on SMV durations. The distribution of
actual vs. SMV durations was analyzed and weighted by deviation from the SMV value (see Table
4 - e.g. regarding WC 005, 3 parts registered actual times 2 times greater than the corresponding
SMV, 6 parts registered actual times 1.8 times greater than the corresponding SMV, etc.). The
Mean value from Table 4 represents the actual duration as a multiplier of the SMV duration. The
second gap in Table 3 is the number of machines required by actual durations, represented by the
30-
(1)
multiplier. The last gap represents the number of machines necessary to meet the high likelihood of
2 SMV standard deviations.
I Part 4A2 1 40 175.0 120.0 15.01 130.01 14.01 14.0142.0190.01 185.01
Part 6A2 35 70.0 20.0 5.0 10.0 30.0 23.0 14.0 52.0 95.0 205.0
Table 2: SMV durations per workstation based on volumes
U) La LO LO 0 C C O( U) U 0 n a D 0Work Center (WC) C-4 M CD C C C
TOTAL (Mins) 11278.0 9961.0 38949.6 7064.0 5140.0 2990.0 18547.0 3995.0 6321.0 6925.0 14575.0 8456.6 5437.0 7435.0
No M/C in CELL A 1.00 0.00 7.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
No M/C REQ in CELL A 1.69 1.49 5.82 1.06 0.77 0.45 2.77 0.60 0.94 1.04 2.18 1.26 0.81 1.11
Gap 1 -0.69 -1.49 1.18 -0.06 0.23 0.55 -0.77 0.40 0.06 -0.54 -0.18 -0.26 0.19 -0.11
No M/C REQ w/ Actual vs.
SMV duration multiplier 2.14 1.57 7.04 0.95 0.93 0.28 2.64 0.98 0.92 1.42 2.53 1.57 0.98 1.14
Gap 2 (Actual vs. SMV
duration multiplier) -1.14 -1.57 -0.04 0.05 0.07 0.72 -0.64 0.02 0.08 -0.92 -0.53 -0.57 0.02 -0.14
Gap 3 (95% Service
Certainty z = 1.645) -1.77 -1.81 -0.56 -1.01 -0.65 -0.39 -1.42 -0.54 -0.97 -1.20 -1.07 -1.01 -0.40 -0.34
Table 3: SMV, actual, and 95 th percentile capacity shortfall per workstation
Work Centres
SMV* 005 065 115 116 125 130 151 160 163 205 210 215 300 310 320
2 3 0 63 5 1 10 1 9 30 21 0 2 2 3 0
1.8 6 1 36 5 0 6 0 70 19 0 0 2 4 2 0
1.6 91 12 58 24 0 12 1 40 16 1 2 0 31 12 3
1.4 41 4 200 26 0 3 0 48 23 46 10 31 17 37 3
1.2 4 39 13 18 1 6 0 48 4 37 0 0 50 48 10
1 61 234 575 163 1 19 1 178 5 39 2 30 52 48 124
0.8 7 7 20 10 0 30 0 53 1 4 0 0 4 12 9
0.6 26 0 5 4 0 0 0 79 2 0 0 10 1 2 0
0.4 1 0 1 0 3 0 1 177 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0
n 243 297 971 255 6 86 10 705 100 200 14 75 161 164 149
Mean 1.27 1.05 1.21 1.13 0.90 1.21 0.62 0.95 1.64 0.98 1.37 1.16 1.24 1.20 1.02
min 0.20 0.80 0.40 0.60 0.40 0.80 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.01 1.00 0.60 0.600.60 0.80
max 2.00 1.80 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.60 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.60
Var 0.1481 0.022 0.102 0.072 0.412 0.19010.457 0.223 0.115 0.410 0.030 0.107 0.069 0.065 0.015
Table 4: weighted distribution of actual vs. SMV duration variation by workstation
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As table 3 indicates, PMC is not presently able to meet its demand without significant production
delays (see Figure 13 for current performance data). Considering SMV versus actual duration
variation increases the capacity gap for multiple work centers including 005, 065, 115, and 210
(see Tables 3 & 4). To satisfy a 95% service level, the production capability gap worsens still.
Utilizing an M/M/1 queuing system based on SMV's (see Table 5), utilizations for many work
centers exceed 100 percent, corroborating the capacity gap indicated in Table 3. In theory, the WIP
would grow arbitrarily large.
By focusing on the most severely constrained operations, PMC can increase its output
levels and decrease throughput times. Table 3 indicates that although Wickman EDM (WC 115) is
constrained when SMV variation is considered, the most constrained operations are Fitters (WC
065), Air Flow Tests (WC 005), Laserdyne 550 (WC 210), Agie Compact (WC 160). The SMV
variation of WC 005, WC 160, and WC 210/215 are included in the appendix (see Tables
14,15,16). Fitters is a manual operation requiring no major capital equipment and its condition as a
bottleneck can be overcome through the addition of more labor. By contrast, the Laserdyne 550 &
780 are highly automated and dedicated to part A production. Despite the machines bottleneck
status, operations in the area have yet to be optimized. Personal observations indicate that the use
of systematized procedures including part change-out and preparation will result in multiple
minutes per day of capacity gains. Attempts to measure potential capacity gains via operational
procedural improvement were unsuccessful. By coordinating laser drilling, which requires part
removal midway through processing, with the corresponding sector air flows performed on the air
flow bench, production WIP levels can be reduced and batching efficiencies identified. Operational
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efficiency gains coupled with part changeover coordination will result in additional capacity in the
laser area and additional shipments because the Laserdyne is the bottleneck operation for part A.
The PMC production floor experiences multiple shifting bottlenecks. A simple summation
of volume based process times by work center indicates the existence of multiple bottlenecks. The
severity of the capacity shortfall and the number of bottleneck work centers increases substantially
when process time variation is considered.
3.2.2 Batching Impact
PMC production batching remains an unstructured process. Previously, PMC bundled
incoming deliveries into "running batches" to amortize setup times. For example, 5 deliveries of 49
parts would be bundled to form a single running batch of 172 (delivery set + 7.5% scrap
allowance); the remaining 73 parts would not be released to production until an additional 99 parts
were delivered. PMC has since eliminated this "running batch" rule and creates and issues batches
to production based strictly on the incoming order quantities. Of 261 incoming deliveries, the
average quantity delivered was 72.2 and the median was 48 parts. Batches of up to 20 parts are
placed in ergonomically sensitive baskets (i.e. transfer batches). Since October 2000, based on LP
input to monitor and reduce production WIP levels, PMC began limiting batch releases after part
etching, designating the capacity motivated introduction delay as "dock throughput" (see Figure
13).
Significant changeover times contribute to capacity constraints. PMC estimates changeover
times of 30 and 120 minutes for WC 005 and WC 160 respectively. The changeovers are of
particular importance because of significant capacity gaps for both work centers (see Table 3).
Utilizing actual data from 9/1/00 - 11/5/00, changeovers and batching practices were
characterized. The findings are summarized in the tables below.
Work Center Changeover Estimates
Laser 30 minutes
Erode 120 minutes
Grind 240 minutes
Mill 120 minutes
Airflow 30 minutes
Table 6: work center changeover estimates provided by supplier for production planning
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N Nt N
Parts 104 357 497 164 639 879 156 605 740 257 343 142 2220 687 7091 161 8660
Changeovers 5 16 19 10 22 42 11 32 19 10 26 8 66 23 571 9 375
Parts/Changeover 20.8 22.3 26.2 16.4 29.0 20.9 14.2 18.9 38.9 25.7 13.2 17.8 33.6 29.9 12.4 17.9 23.1
Average 120.81 22.91 17.61 16.21 28.41 21.11 15.91 18.81 36.91 19.811 12.541 19.61 33.951 27.51 11.81 17 2.601
Std. Dev. 1 101 17.91 171 8.711 171 24.51 7.331 12.61 19.31 15.341 4.901 15.11 21.271 9.71 6.1718.731 15.461
Table 7: WC 005 parts per changeover
A single changeover per day for each part type available at the machine is the current mode of
operation (not every part type is available every day). Such a practice limits changeovers and the
impact on capacity. During the September - November period, 6 of 56 days experienced no
changeover, however on average 1.15 (i.e. 15% extra over the norm) changeovers occurred per day
per part type produced (i.e. 3 part types produced resulted in 3.45 changeovers). When a part type
was produced, it often incurred multiple setups. In the preceding 70 days, 1.28 changeovers
occurred per day per part type. Changeover durations from September to November 2000 equaled
roughly 7% of actual production time (see Table 8).
Hours % Working Hrs.
SMV hours 813.1
Actual durations (hours) 1122.3 107.7%
Changeover hours (30 min/change) 78 7.5%
Regular working hours (111.5 hrs/wk) 1042.36
Non-working hours (56.5 hrs/wk) 528.19
Total hours 1570.55
Table 8: WC 005 actual vs. changeover durations
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U -
- '
N I t IC o
Pa 508 555 1638 1086 324 223 773 108 88 192 1111 615 7257
Changeovers 2 51 41 47 36 36 18 76 11 31 2 428
Parts/Changeover 18. 10. 13.5 34.9 30.2 9.0 12.4 10.2 9.8 29.3 19.2 16.3 21.2 17.0
Average 118.001 11.031 14.491 25.171 19.371 9.441 8.021 10.531 8.631 27.501 10.971 16.791 20.0511.3Std. Dev. 10.001 5.191 6.41116.521 11.6514.3516.201 4.2814.40121.921 12.461 10.271 8.98110.031
Table 9: WC 160 parts per changeover
Similar to WC 005, WC 160 experienced high levels of changeovers. Although no
changeover occurred for 7 of the 56 days, the average changeover per day per part type equaled 2.0
(i.e. 100% extra). Similarly, changeover durations equaled over 19% of actual production time,
exacerbating the work center's capacity shortfall.
Inefficient production batching exacerbates the capacity shortfall at constrained work
centers. Changeovers involve extensive setup times, resulting in measurable capacity losses. PMC
is presently conducting more changeovers than necessary even on constrained operations.
3.2.3 Analysis Verification Using Simulation
To evaluate the improvement potential of PMC, Alstom Power initiated a simulation study
with Warwick Manufacturing Group. The simulation contract yielded models of the "As-is" and
"To-be" production environments. The models prepared by Dr. Neil Davis from Warwick
Manufacturing Group utilized Witness2000 RL.0, a discrete event simulation software package by
Lanner. The "As-is" model, based on actual production data from work week 20 in 1998 to work
week 52 in 1999, was used to demonstrate a simulation model could be built that would reproduce
realistic production behavior and identify the reasons behind the longer than forecasted throughput
performance. According to Mabrouk, "the knowledge gained from simulation can be split into two
categories of information: numeric and logic".16 PMC utilized the numeric aspect to identify
production issues within its current facility and incorporated the logic aspects into the design of its
future facility.
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The "As-is" simulation model verified the findings in section 3.2.1 and successfully
modeled actual production in 1998 and 1999. Throughput delays resulted from poor work flow,
lengthy queuing, batching practices, and certain capacity constraints. A significant simulation
finding is the extent to which machines are idle (see Table 10).
WC Description
A115 W'MAN EDM 1-MP60&75/3
A160 AGIE COMPACT CNC
%/
B215 LASERDYNE 780 0.255 0 0 45.4 45.37 0.26 54.38 68.4% 0.4% 31.3%
A330 BLOHM PROFIMAT 412 6.955 2.77 13.175 35.1 37.90 20.13 41.97 57.1% 30.3% 12.6%
A116 600 EDM CENTRE 0.18 0 4.22 9.57 9.57 4.40 86.03 14.4% 6.6% 79.0%
A320 BLOHM PROFIMAT RT 6.68 3.23 10.71 39.1 42.37 17.39 40.24 63.8% 26.2% 10.0%
A310 BLOHM PLANOMAT 412 3.76 4.16 9.45 18.6 22.71 13.21 64.08 34.2% 19.9% 45.9%
A350 MAGERLE 3.46 2.02 21.39 21.7 23.69 24.85 51.46 35.7% 37.4% 26.9%
A360 PROFIMAT 612 SAXIS 5.18 3.46 36.52 32 35.46 41.70 22.84 53.4% 62.8% n/a
A5 AIR-FLOW TESTS 0 0 2.11 1.94 1.94 2.11 95.95 2.9% 3.2% 93.9%
V591 VIEWROOM INSPECTION 0 0 3.15 16 15.99 3.15 80.86 24.1% 4.7% 71.2%
V593 VIEWROOM ETCH 0 0 1.14 5.01 5.01 1.14 93.85 7.5% 1.7% 90.7%
1599 OVERCHECK MACHINING 0 0 54.79 33.7 33.72 54.79 11.49 50.8% 82.6% n/a
1600 ASSESSOR - MACHINING 0 0 22.72 13.3 13.26 22.72 64.02 20.0% 34.2% 45.8%
Table 10: simulation work center utilizations
Note: 111.5 hours/week does not provide for enough idle time for WC 360 and 599
Avg Avg
Max Queue Avg Queue Queue
Queue Size Time Time
WC Description (Lots) (Lots) (Minutes) (Hours)
A115 W'MAN EDM 1-MP60&75/3 4.00 0.13 124.41 2.1
A160 AGIE COMPACT CNC 2.00 0.01 41.87 0.7
B215 LASERDYNE 780 4 0.35 1868.81 31.1
A330 BLOHM PROFIMAT 412 8 1.05 1770.31 29.5
A065 FITTERS 8 0.61 1537.75 25.6
Al 16 600 EDM CENTRE 1 0 12.52 0.2
A320 BLOHM PROFIMAT RT 9 1.22 4292.1 71.5
A310 BLOHM PLANOMAT 412 3 0.16 953.82 15.9
A350 MAGERLE 4 0.49 3153.33 52.6
A360 PROFIMAT 612 5AXIS 10 2.5 10792.47 179.9
A5 AIR-FLOW TESTS 1 0.03 1040.99 17.3
V591 VIEWROOM INSPECTION 6 0.27 278.77 4.6
V593 VIEWROOM ETCH 5 0.1 145.03 2.4
1599 OVERCHECK MACHINING 54 12.04 12016.73 200.3
1600 ASSESSOR - MACHINING 15 0.75 760.57 12.7
Table 11: pre-operation work center queues
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The simulation findings of Tables 10 and 11 corroborate the constraint conclusions drawn in
section 3.2. 1. Table 11 indicates large queue times for multiple work centers, reflecting the
relatively high utilizations presented in Table 10. Work centers 310, 320, 330, 350, 360 are
particularly constrained because of high waiting labor percentages, which are not captured in the
workload and capacity analysis of section 3.2.1 (see Tables 1 and 3). The simulation findings
compared to section 3.2.1 conclusions appear to contradict the extent to which work centers are
constrained until the sources and means of data collection are reviewed. SMV's remain estimates
and actual durations must be manually logged by the operators. Some operators log times
immediately upon completion of a batch. Other operators log all batches completed during a period
at a single point in time. The lack of standardized procedures and discipline regarding data
integrity impacts the accuracy of the conclusions drawn from the analysis. Improved data integrity
is necessary to perform more accurate analyses and draw more accurate conclusions regarding
capacity constraints and the impact of batching and run sizes.
3.2.4 Analysis Summary
PMC experiences multiple factory capacity constraints that lead to shifting bottlenecks.
Variation in actual production durations indicates opportunities for operational improvement.
Reduction of setup time through the use of jigs or new capital purchases, and the simultaneous
optimization of changeover frequency will improve throughput and reduce WIP levels. Long setup
times coupled with excessive changeovers for a given product mix place significant constraints on
production capacity. The capacity shortfall can be alleviated by properly grouping part production
to reduce the duration of changeovers, and reducing the number of changeovers per day and
percentage of days with changeovers.
3.3 PMC Production Facility & Performance Summary
The supplier is capable of reducing the severity of production issues identified in this
chapter through batch and WIP policy implementation. Capacity shortfalls can be reduced by
limiting the impact of long setup times through grouping and processing of like-parts, minimizing
the frequency of time consuming changeovers, and eliminating excessive changeovers for a given
product mix. Variation in actual production durations and high waiting labor percentages from the
simulation indicate opportunities for operational improvement. PMC must change its operating
procedures, specifically batching and WIP practices, to consistently meet its present demand and
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fulfill Alstom Power's throughput and WIP expectations. WIP and production management
alternatives that can be implemented with little or no additional capital expenditure will be
explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4. Discussion of Manufacturing and WIP Management Systems
Literature in the field of job shops and cellular manufacturing identify several
methodologies applicable to PMC that will reduce WIP and improve production throughput. PMC
is at the crossroads of job shop and cellular manufacturing. Although converting entirely to cellular
manufacturing is an alternative, the uncertainty of industrial gas turbine industry growth and the
relationship between Alstom Power and PMC increases the risk of this option. Consequently,
research focused primarily on methodologies yielding the throughput improvement and WIP
reduction gains of cellular manufacturing within a job shop environment.
The number of applicable alternatives to the PMC production environment is substantial. In
their study of Virtual Cellular Manufacturing of batch production, Kannan and Ghosh found that
when compared to traditional cellular and job shop approaches, it yielded "significantly better flow
time and due date performance over a wide rage of common operating conditions, as well as being
more robust to demand variability".' 7 Virtual Cellular Manufacturing could improve throughput
within PMC's existing job shop layout through soft dedication of machines. In an innovative
application of cellular manufacturing, Collett and Spicer in a case study of Allsop found the
company's cellular manufacturing implementation incorporated a flexible and movable assembly
line to service fixed injection molding equipment.' 8 In their study of scheduling policies comparing
Group Scheduling and First-Come-First-Serve, Benjaafar and Sheikhzadeh found Group
Scheduling can lead to significant relative performance gains, as measured by reduced lead times
and higher production rates. 1 9 Group Scheduling reduces the impact of the long setup times
common to PMC by scheduling part production based on part similarity rather than LIFO. Sarker
and Balan demonstrated the operational mechanism of kanbans between workstations in their
"Operations planning for kanbans between two adjacent workstations" article. Spearman and
Hopp's concept of CONWIP improves throughput by placing hard limits on in-production WIP.
The number and complexity of methodologies PMC is capable of implementing is restricted by the
company's limited resources. Of the methodologies researched, implementation of Virtual Cellular
Manufacturing, Group Scheduling, and CONWIP offer the best opportunity for PMC to increase
its capacity through improved batch processing with negligible capital expense.
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4.1 Virtual Cellular Manufacturing (VCM)
Virtual Cellular Manufacturing proposes combining the dedication benefits of cellular
manufacturing with the flexibility benefits of ajob shop through schedule coordination. "Unlike
traditional Cellular Manufacturing systems in which the shop is physically designed as a series of
cells, family-based scheduling criteria are used to form logical cells within a shop using a process
layout. The result is the formation of temporary, virtual cells as opposed to the more traditional,
permanent, physical cells present in Group Technology systems. The relatively small size and
compact arrangement of the production floor (see Figure 8) reduces the impact of part travel time
and distance. Virtual cells allows the shop to be more responsive to changes in demand and
workload patterns".2 0 A job shop's process layout becomes a liability with small batch
manufacturing and its frequent setup changes resulting in large batch sizes and increasing queuing
delays.
PRODUCT/ SERVICE
Intermittent
PROCESS
Continuous
Custom Commodity
Figure 14: Product/ Service versus Process Matrix2 1
VCM by contrast maintains the long-term flexibility of the facility's physical process
layout yet creates a dominant process flow through short-term expansion and contraction of the
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Machine shops
Schools
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Electrical and
electronic
Automotive
'> Food processing
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metals
Mining
Electric power
generation
virtual cells depending on production capacity requirements and equipment availability. VCM will
streamline part processing, moving PMC down the curve, and retain the flexibility of the existing
factory layout. By allocating groups of machines to family-oriented production on a scheduled
basis, the number of setups are reduced by the dominant process flow, accelerating WIP flow as
run sizes replace batch sizes for transfer purposes. In practice, idle machines are allocated to
families with an immediate need, particularly those that lack access to the corresponding process
area. The machines are loaned to families on a temporary basis such that hoarding doesn't occur
and multiple cells are fostered. In response to the environment, the virtual cells evolve and dissolve
unlike traditional ones that are physically and permanently configured. "It is the allocation of
machines to families rather than to individual jobs that distinguishes VCM from a traditional
process layout.'' 2 2 Furthermore, VCM unlike traditional cellular manufacturing can handle
unbalanced production while maintaining high equipment utilization, a primary motivator behind
cellular manufacture. "VCM's ability to respond effectively to changes in part mix and volume thus
makes it ideally suited to environments characterized by changing demand and uncertainty."23
4.2 Traditional Cellular Manufacturing
Traditional cellular manufacturing is another viable alternative due to the limited number of
product families produced by PMC. PMC's near-term and future product scope is oriented towards
IGT and aircraft engine part machining. According to Wicks and Reasor, "the fundamental
problem of cellular manufacturing system design is the identification of part families and the
composition of machine cells". 2 4 Although the number of distinct products numbers greater than
35, the similarities in processing between these parts reduces the number of product families to
approximately eight, largely addressing the product family issue. However, the uncertainty
surrounding PMC's Alstom Power contract makes traditional cellular manufacturing less
attractive. When designing its cells, PMC should consider multi-period product changes to
minimize intercell part transfers, duplication of machines, and between-period cell reconfiguration,
particularly since minimizing intercell transfers is fundamental to achieving the productivity gains
of cellular manufacturing. If the future environment faced by PMC should change dramatically,
the company should consider alternatives with more system flexibility than traditional cellular
manufacturing.
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4.3 Group Scheduling (GS)
Group Scheduling strives to reduce setup times by prioritizing processing using part
similarity as the basis rather than arrival time. A GS policy eliminates the need for batching and
minimizes setup times (relative to first-come-first-served) resulting in greater capacity while
accommodating a higher mix variety. Batching parts with similar manufacturing requirements also
reduces setup times and yields greater production capacity, but excessive batching results in longer
throughput times and WIP. GS addresses the benefits of batching while incorporating some of the
productivity gains associated with single piece flow. PMC's present setup times and frequency of
changeovers make a GS policy an attractive one.
4.4 Constant Work In Progress (CONWIP)
The benefits of Just In Time manufacturing lie in its WIP cap, not the pulling process. 26
CONWIP can be envisioned as a closed queuing network, such that the completion of parts
initiates the introduction of new ones. CONWIP will result in shorter average cycle times than an
equivalent push system (Alstom Power's current methodology) for a given level of throughput.27
Relative to kanban systems, CONWIP is manufacturing line specific rather than part specific and
more robust to demand variation. 2 8 CONWIP implementation is simplified by the visibility of WIP
versus throughput; limiting the number of part containers (e.g. PMC baskets) in a manufacturing
system will yield a CONWIP system. To ensure an efficient balanced line, baskets are allocated to
specific parts and processed on a FIFO basis. CONWIP level setting should be done infrequently
(e.g. monthly, quarterly) to reflect historic or desired performance levels; more aggressive
CONWIP levels can be set as employees accelerate down the learning curve. A job shop layout
complicates the implementation of CONWIP because of multiple overlapping routings. Although
CONWIP implementation is complicated by shared resources and multiple product routings, levels
can be specified along different routings or in terms of units of "standardized jobs", based on
process times.
4.5 Inter-workstation Kanbans
By establishing a kanban system between tools with a limited number of kanban cards,
PMC could create a pull-system that would ensure high utilization of the bottleneck operation.
Through experimentation or modeling, the number of kanbans in the system could be determined
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to meet a specified production and WIP target. The number of cards determines the time intervals
between transfer batch or part and ultimately the production schedule.29
4.6 Transfer vs. Production Batch Re-evaluation
PMC has historically set process and move batches to be equal size. The motivation behind
batching is primarily to avoid setups and to facilitate material handling. Hopp and Spearman note
the process of lot splitting, keeping process batches large and move batches small, can significantly
reduce cycle time. PMC tracked parts by basket, which was comparable to a move batch. Two
PMC practices hindered its ability to set process and move batches separately, basket stacking,
preventing WIP visual monitoring, and not distributing mainframe-based WIP reports to the
factory floor, functioning as a double-check to visual WIP inventory evaluation. Since the research,
PMC has implemented an automated mainframe-based WIP report to ensure processing of all like
parts available at each machine, which is expected to reduce changeover frequency. Since Law 9 of
Hopp and Spearman notes, "cycle times over a segment of routing are roughly proportional to the
move batch sizes used over that segment,"3 PMC will have to continue to experiment with move
sizes. While its basket sizes are fixed for ergonomic reasons, PMC can vary the number of parts
assigned to each basket to reduce its move batch sizes.
4.7 Application of Manufacturing Systems to PMC Environment
PMC can minimize the impacts of setup times while maintaining the flexibility of its
existing job shop layout by applying the methodologies of this chapter. By subscribing to the part
grouping notion of Group Scheduling, the relative difference between part setups will be reduced,
as well as the associated setup times. The scheduled soft dedication of machines by part type
prescribed by Virtual Cellular Manufacturing contributes to the success of Group Scheduling by
bundling same part processing and reducing the need for setups. Virtual Cellular Manufacturing
creates scheduled flow patterns within the job shop to accelerate the processing at individual work
centers, improving throughput. The following table presents one alternative for part processing,
applying the soft dedication concept to work center 115 on the basis of part similarity.
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Part Number
VOL/WK. 14 76 35 1301 13C
WC 115 Demand 1 7% 16%157%184%1 23*/
2 machines
U
31 20 231 311 62 37
39% 18% 21% 11% 117% 100%
2 machines
Table 12: Virtual Cellular Manufacturing and Group Scheduling applied to work center 115
Application of Little's Law to the supplier's existing weekly production plans and a
corporate throughput target results in a simple, yet applicable CONWIP framework.
Little's Law: Throughput = WIP / Cycle Time (2)
Throughput is based on a management target meant to ensure PMC remains competitive as an
Alstom Power supplier. Cycle time is the sum of SMV's for its existing production plan. Weeks of
WIP for each part type is derived from the multiplication of the throughput target and cycle times
(see Table 13). The supplier must limit the amount of WIP for each part on the production floor to
ensure meeting the throughput target.
N 10 Nt >
Sum WC CT (Minutes) 21052 11025 19000 18340 2280 1350 20540 590 12974 13452 4158 4455 2320 5530 9145
CT Wks 3.15 1.65 2.84 2.74 0.34 0.20 3.07 0.09 1.94 2.01 0.62 0.67 0.35 0.83 1.37
WIP levels (5 wk TPT target) 15.73 8.24 14.20 13.71 1.70 1.01 15.35 0.44 9.70 10.05 3.11 3.33 1.73 4.13 6.83
WIP levels (4 wk TPT target) 12.59 6.59 11.36 10.97 1.36 0.81 12.28 0.35 7.76 8.04 2.49 2.66 1.39 3.31 5.47
WIP levels (3 wk TPT tar et) 9.44 4.94 8.52 8.22 1.02 0.61 9.21 0.26 5.82 6.03 1.86 2.00 1.04 2.48 4.10
WIP levels (2 wk TPT target) 6.29 3.30 5.68 5.48 0.68 0.40 6.14 0.18 3.88 4.02 1.24 1.33 0.69 1.65 2.73
Sum WC CT (Minutes) 4080 3772 3838 2171 18786 12506 2898 6262 1428 1275 1344 7410 3834 696 376
CT Wks 0.61 056.5 7 0.32 2.81 1.87 0.43 0.94 0.21 0.19 0.20 1.11 0.57 0.10 0.06
WIP levels (5 wk TPT target) 3.05 2.82 2.87 1.62 14.04 9.35 2.17 4.68 1.07 0.95 1.00 5.54 2.87 0.52 0.28
WIP levels (4 wk TPT target) 2.44 2.26 2.29 1.30 11.23 7.48 1.73 3.74 0.85 0.76 0.80 4.43 2.29 0.42 0.22
WIP levels (3 wk TPT taret) 1.83 1.69 1.72 0.97 8.42 5.61 1.30 2.81 0.64 0.57 0.60 3.32 1.72 0.31 0.17
WIP levels (2 wk TPT target) 1.22 1.13 1.15 0.65 5.62 3.74 0.87 1.87 0.43 0.38 0.40 2.22 1.15 0.21 0.11
Table 13: target WIP levels based on Little's Law
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4.8 Manufacturing and WIP Management Systems Summary
PMC implementation of Virtual Cellular Manufacturing, Group Scheduling, and CONWIP
will increase the company's capacity through improved batch processing, reduced changeovers,
and reduced processing wait delays. The expected complexity and cost of implementation are
minimal and appropriate given the company's resource constraints.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
To become a more competitive Alstom Power supplier, PMC must reduce in-production
WIP, reduce setup times, and reduce the frequency of changeovers, particularly same-day ones.
The use of setup jigs where applicable will reduce absolute setup times. Reducing changeover
frequency lessens the impact of changeovers on production, in essence creating additional capacity.
PMC must alleviate capacity constraints through operational efficiencies and capital purchases
(e.g. Laserdyne 780 based on simulation findings of low wait, yet high queue times). PMC can
minimize the impacts of setup times while maintaining the flexibility of its existing job shop layout
by applying the methodologies of chapter four as detailed in section 4.7.
PMC is capable of remedying the production issues identified in this thesis through batch
and WIP policy implementation. Alleviation of capacity constraints is a necessary first step to
determine necessary capital purchases. Judicious capital purchases will address the remaining
capacity constraints. PMC is presently leaning towards reorganizing the production floor in cells.
Implementing Virtual Cellular Manufacturing, Group Scheduling, and CONWIP capture the
throughput improvement and WIP reduction benefits of cellular manufacturing while maintaining
the flexibility of the existing job shop. The flexibility inherent in a job shop is a necessary
precaution for the supplier in light of the long-term Alstom Power relationship and industry
demand uncertainty.
5.1 Next Steps
Alstom Power's commitment to developing internal coating and machining capacity and e-
business initiatives indicate the company is reevaluating its supply chain strategy. The company's
actions reflect the beliefs that arm's-length transactions don't lead to long-term strategic
advantages and "excellence in supply chain management translates into customer value in many
dimensions, from availability and selection to influencing the price at which a product can be
sold."3 The company is taking steps to increase the integrality of its supply chain to align with the
integral nature of its products. Increasing the integrality of its supply chain with respect to the
electronic dimension (e.g. throughput times, WIP locations, shipment dates, forecasted deliveries,
etc.) is of particular significance to improve its cohesiveness and cycle time performance while
reducing WIP levels (i.e. the objectives of Project Globe).
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PMC should seek a long-term partnership agreement with LP to secure future business
beyond its existing contract. A strategic alliance would send a positive signal to Alstom Power
since "mutual goals can lead to the commitment of many more resources than in the case of arm's-
length transactions".3 PMC has been actively implementing changes that have been enhancing its
attractiveness as a supplier to Alstom Power. Demonstration of meeting throughput commitments
on two of eleven Critical Component Initiative parts is a signal of the company's potential.
However, the supplier faces a somewhat uncertain future that favors the flexibility of Virtual
Cellular Manufacturing, Group Scheduling, and CONWIP over traditional Cellular Manufacturing.
PMC should also continue its efforts to utilize its existing IT resources and improve its data
integrity to properly identify and resolve production issues before they impact the customer. The
workload, capacity, batching, and simulation analyses presented in this thesis are useful tools in
this effort.
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APPENDICES
Part Description
Sum of Time Bkd Parti oz
WC WC Desc Total
005 AIR-FLOW TESTS 266.25
006 WATER FLOW TEST 173.8326
043 VACU/SANDBLAST 14.0831
047 WASH AREA - B10 48.6658
048 WASH AREA - Al 0.6832
065 FITTERS 108
110 W/MAN +MJT GENERATOR 72.6666
130 CHARMILLES EDM 69.5
190 ASTEC DEEPHOLE 5AXIS 142.7498
210 LASERDYNE 550 222.4998
215 LASERDYNE 780 451.9332
585 RECEIPT INSPECTION 1.8988
591 VIEWROOM INSPECTION 0.5312
593 VIEWROOM ETCH 0.4814
599 OVERCHECK MACHINING 0.498
900 VPM MAIN STORES 5.5824
Grand Total 1579.8559
Part Description
Sum of Time Bkd Pait 4A2
WC WC Desc Total
005 AIR-FLOW TESTS 144.0491
006 WATER FLOW TEST 231.266
043 VACU/SANDBLAST 39.3324
047 WASH AREA - B10 77.8322
048 WASH AREA - Al 2.5329
061 CRACKTEST 8
065 FITTERS 280.6161
116 600 EDM CENTRE 384.1661
190 ASTEC DEEPHOLE SAXIS 336.7663
215 LASERDYNE 780 1235.4166
330 BLOHM PROFIMAT 412 1.0166
585 RECEIPT INSPECTION 5.3145
591 VIEWROOM INSPECTION 1.0126
593 VIEWROOM ETCH 0.9462
599 OVERCHECK MACHINING 1.996
900 VPM MAIN STORES 13.03
Grand Total 2763.2936
Part Description
Sum of Time Bkd Part 6B2
WC WC Desc Total
005 AIR-FLOW TESTS 200.1993
047 WASH AREA - B10 4.5832
061 CRACKTEST 114.55
115 W'MAN EDM1-MP60&75/3 458.5649
125 MJT MIDI TECH 224.4988
151 T/HEAD F/TAIL ERODE 409.7309
191 ASTEC DEEPHOLE 3AXIS 239.5988
370 J & S DOMINATOR 98.2998
585 RECEIPT INSPECTION 1.5655
590 INSPECT 0.332
593 VIEWROOM ETCH 0.4482
596 FIBRE BRUSH/E.DRESS 44.7666
599 OVERCHECK MACHINING 0.6142
600 ASSESSOR -MACHINING 2.0332
900 VPM MAIN STORES 52.7656
912 VPM STANDARDS ROOM 0.1328
Grand Total 1852.6838
E~.L I~Af~
Figure 15 Appendix: workload analysis output
If the work center availability is identical, the bottleneck is the operation with the greatest total minutes of
operation
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Part Description (All)
Sum of Time Bkd
WC WC Desc Total
005 AIR-FLOW TESTS 1122.2974
006 WATER FLOW TEST 454.7643
043 VACU/SANDBLAST 55.4155
047 WASH AREA - B10 701.8444
048 WASH AREA - Al 3.2327
061 CRACKTEST 996.2658
065 FITTERS 1452.3472
070 TIG WELD 0.6333
095 MATSUURA VF600 5AXIS 922.6638
110 W/MAN +MJT GENERATOR 72.6666
115 W'MAN EDM1-MP60&75/3 4664.7251
116 600 EDM CENTRE 1440.4295
125 MJT MIDI TECH 453.8317
130 CHARMILLES EDM 270.9141
151 T/HEAD F/TAIL ERODE 409.7309
160 AGIE COMPACT CNC 3441.2064
161 AGIE MONDO 50 57.533
163 MJT MIDI ROBO TECH 717.6822
185 ASTEC DEEP HOLE 387
190 ASTEC DEEPHOLE 5AXIS 816.2159
191 ASTEC DEEPHOLE 3AXIS 239.5988
192 ASTEC D/HOLE 4 AXIS 698.9645
200 VACU/BLAST - LASER 48.0659
205 MOSS LASER 519.53
210 LASERDYNE 550 222.4998
215 LASERDYNE 780 1687.3498
300 CNC SNOW GRIND 531.6817
305 BLOHM PLANOMAT 408 151.4662
310 BLOHM PLANOMAT 412 622.381
320 BLOHM PROFIMAT RT 567.7488
330 BLOHM PROFIMAT 412 1460.3443
340 PROFIMAT 612 3AXIS 1178.6467
350 MAGERLE 829.1973
360 PROFIMAT 612 5AXIS 546.9963
370 J & S DOMINATOR 98.2998
531 BLANCHARD ROTARY GRC 541.6657
566 WASH - XLO 4.1329
569 XLO TRIM F/BRUSH SPN 36.8997
585 RECEIPT INSPECTION 185.9156
587 ABB ASSEMBLY BUILD 579
588 CMM EXCEL(9129)REN 952.4144
590 INSPECT 56.0154
591 VIEWROOM INSPECTION 73.0146
593 VIEWROOM ETCH 235.3016
595 TRIM 472.513
596 FIBRE BRUSH/E.DRESS 733.2921
599 OVERCHECK MACHINING 113.3052
600 ASSESSOR - MACHINING 14.6152
620 SUB CON COATING 0.6666
624 VACUUM BRAZE 2.3333
900 VPM MAIN STORES 355.6061
902 KITTING BOND 0.0166
912 VPM STANDARDS ROOM 0.1328
Grand Total 32201.012
Part No Op No Sum: Avg: Var: Sum: Avg: Var: SMV Delta Sum: Delta Avg: Delta Var:
Actual Actual Actual SMV SMV Actual - Actual - Actual -
Time Time Time SMV SMV SMV
Part 6D 678 79.6 3.8 5.7 37.8 1.8 0.5 41.8 2.0 3.9
679 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
765 55.3 3.1 1.7 43.8 2.4 1.1 11.5 0.6 0.2
Part 4D 678 125.2 2.9 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 125.2 2.9 4.3
765 134.8 3.3 1.5 134.8 3.3 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part 4C1 679 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01
Part Fl 890 2.4 0.8 1.1 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.1
Part F2 676 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.2
890 14.2 1.6 2.1 11.0 1.2 1.1 3.3 0.4 0.2
Part 6C2 534 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
770 35.5 2.4 5.1 23.2 1.5 2.2 12.3 0.8 0.6
Part 4C2 770 76.8 2.7 7.7 50.2 1.8 3.3 26.6 1.0 0.9
Part 6B2 676 26.4 4.4 102.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.4 4.4 102.0
679 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01
890 156.2 5.0 12.4 116.9 3.8 7.0 39.3 1.3 0.8
894 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part 4A2 560 64.5 4.3 7.2 103.0 6.9 4.9 -38.5 -2.6 7.1
650 79.5 2.3 5.6 111.3 3.2 6.7 -31.8 -0.9 2.5
Part 4A2 R 650 4.0 4.0 1 4.0 4.0
Part 6A 1 650 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Part 6A2 560 118.8 5.2 5.1 78.7 3.4 2.5 40.1 1.7 0.6
Time Units =Hours 650 147.5 4.1 4.2 100.0 2.8 2.5 47.5 1.3 0.6
Grand Total 1122.3 3.4 7.6 813.1 2.5 5.1 309.2 0.9 5.1
Table 14 Appendix: WC 005 actual vs. SMV durations
Part No Op No Sum: Avg: Var: Sum: Avg: SMV Var: SMV Delta Sum: Delta Avg: Delta Var:
Actual Actual Actual SMV Actual - Actual - Actual -
Time Time Time SMV SMV SMV
Part 6C1 595 64.8 3.8 3.3 46.5 2.7 1.4 18.3 1.1 1.51 625 65.9 4.1 5.9 0.0 0.0 0.01 65.9 4.1 5.9
Part 6E 1 504 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0_
Part 61 650 162.6 4.1 5.2 107.3 2.7 1.81 55.3 1.4 3.1
655 147.7 4.1 6.2 108.7 3.0 2.3 39.1 1.1 1.6
Part 60 770 134.4 4.2 7.1 68.7 2.1 1.1 65.7 2.1 4.0
775 177.6 4.3 9.3 51.5 1.3 0.3 126.1 3.1 8.0
Part 4C1 595 149.8 3.8 4.4 132.9 3.4 3.2 16.9 0.4 0.4
625 141.6 4.7 8.0 169.5 5.7 14.2 -27.9 -0.9 2.7
Part 4E1 504 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part G 669 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part H 504 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part 4A1 610 474.6 4.1 8.7 482.3 4.2 7.3 -7.7 -0.1 7.4
615 558.9 4.9 19.3 729.2 6.4 17.9 -170.2 -1.5 20.8
665 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
669 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part 6A 1 610 694.8 3.9 20.3 217.8 1.2 0.4 477.0 2.7 19.7
615 667.7 3.8 6.1 358.0 2.0 1.0 309.7 1.8 4.2
665 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Part V 669 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Part U 669 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01
Grand Total 3441.2 4.1 11.4 2472.3 2.9 7.9 968.9 1.1 12.1
Table 15 Appendix: WC 065 actual vs. SMV durations
Blanks in the table indicate no data
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WC Part No Op No Sum: Avg: Var: Sum: Avg: Var: Delta Delta Delta
Actual Actual Actual SMV SMV SMV Sum: Avg: Var:
Time Time Time Actual - Actual - Actual -
SMV SMV SMV
210 Part 6A2 532 58.0 6.4 19.9 45.0 5.0 13.0 13.0 1.4 0.8
535 164.5 32.9 39.4 165.0 33.0 40.5 -0.5 -0.1 0.1
215 Part 4A2 520 1235.4 32.5 544.5 982.0 25.8 306.5 253.4 6.7 59.9
Part 6A2 520 160.0 14.5 94.7 160.0 14.5 94.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
523 106.7 8.9 55.6 79.5 6.6 25.2 27.2 2.3 24.3
527 58.0 8.3 34.7 67.5 9.6 21.4 -9.5 -1.4 12.8
530 127.3 11.6 59.8 120.0 10.9 53.3 7.3 0.7 6.0
Table 16 Appendix: WC 210/215 actual vs. SMV durations
50 -
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